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ABSTRACT
Cross-DR WAN (Datacenter Region Wide Area Network) with various services are deployed to provide
timely data information and analytics for users in a wide
range of geographical locations. For its reliability and
performance, data duplication synchronization is essential among diﬀerent IDCs (Internet datacenters). However, this problem poses a challenge. First, data duplication requires huge amount of bandwidth whereas the
bandwidth of cross-DR links and the upload/download
rates of server interfaces are limited. Second, data
transmissions are time sensitive, but the current network cannot complete such tasks in a timely manner.
In this work, we present PieBridge, a cross-RD data duplicate transmission platform that accommodates hundreds of TBs of data generated from user applications
online data analytics. We deployed PieBridge on the
IDCs of Baidu and obtained promising performance results in comparison with the prevalent approaches.
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Figure 1: There are three geographically distributed
DRs, each has a super core and handles numbers of
IDCs. In each IDC, there are a series of clusters that
consists of tens of thousands of servers.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Large information platform providers, such as Microsoft [2, 4], Google [3, 5] and Baidu, provide timely data information services for end users in a wide
range of geographical locations, and multiple IDCs are
built for the services. Fig.1 contains IDCs distribution
of Baidu that is the largest Chinese search engine in
the world. However, timely duplication of large amount of data across these geographically distributed IDCs
is known to be a challenge: 1) A service may have hundreds of millions of users and generate several TBs of
data on daily basis. The data information is supposed
to be synchronized among IDCs through links, which
have limited bandwidth and cross traﬃc from other applications. On the other hand, upload/download server interfaces have limited data rates. 2) Transmission
completion time has to be short; users can access the
data only after the data synchronization transmission
is completed.
In this work we present PieBridge, a centralized data
transmission platform in WAN-scale. It schedules data transmission among IDCs, enhances system upload,
maximizes the total data traﬃc, and reduces the data
transmission completion time.
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Figure 2: The architecture of PieBridge

2. PIEBRIDGE
PieBridge has centralized control with an eﬃcient
scheduler that selects the data transmission source for
reducing the completion time of data synchronization.

2.1 A Scheduling Algorithm
PieBridge scheduling algorithm contains three procedures in one data transmission period: subtask selection, max-traﬃc scheduling, and subtask merging.
First, when a transmission task arrives at the scheduler,
we ﬁrst split it into subtasks to be queued. Second, we
maximize the total weighted bandwidth allocation by
working on the residual network, a network that keeps track of the residual capacity. We then apply the
path augmentation algorithm [1] and add the amount
of data of the selected subtask to the chosen path. We
repeat the process on the residual network until there
is no more augmenting paths. Third, at the end of a
scheduling period, we merge the subtasks with the same
source/destination into one subtask to cut down the calculation cost in the next scheduling period.

2.2 System Design
The architecture of PieBridge is shown in Fig.2 with
two main components: 1) A logically centralized controller that accepts tasks from users and makes scheduling decision. It consists of two parts: a scheduler and an
agent-monitor. The scheduler is a computation module
that executes our scheduling algorithm, and the agentmonitor supports communications with agents. 2) Agents implement tasks at each node, control the data
transmission, and report the processing status to the
agent-monitor. It performs the functions of setting the
upload/download rate limits, maintaining the local status information, and managing tasks.
When a user request arrives at PieBridge the controller maintains admission control, and the scheduler
makes scheduling decision and informs the involved agents through the agent monitor. Upon receiving an
assignment, an agent executes the scheduled data transmission.

(a) Completion time.

(b) Upload link utilization.

Figure 3: The evaluation results.

2.3

Evaluation

We implement and evaluate PieBridge on the real
topology and data traﬃc matrices of Baidu’s WAN networks in go language. For a 30 Tbs data duplication,
which are stored in src IDCs in a distributed way, there
are 12 clusters and each downloads one data copy where
each cluster is typically equipped with 1,000 servers. We measure PieBridge’s completion time versus the
most popular approach - P2P. For a particular cluster of 1,000 servers, we show the completion time in
Fig.3a. Obviously, PieBridge completes the transmission 3 times faster than P2P, and eliminates the long
tail phenomenon. Furthermore, Fig.3b displays the utilization of upload links of the origin source server (src)
and two destination servers (s1 and s2), which are in diﬀerent DRs. PiBridge substantially out performs P2P.

3.

CONCLUSION

WAN-scale large data transmission is indispensable
for the service reliability and cost control. We design,
implement, deploy and experiment PieBridge at Baidu
network with promising results. It maximizes the communication link bandwidth utilization and signiﬁcantly
reduces the data synchronization completion time.
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